Solar Plant Operation Controller (SPOC)
Control optimization system for renewable energy projects

SPOC is a high-level control optimization system designed by BrightSource.
It provides the plant production controller with operating strategies and
scheduling suggestions to optimize plant performance and maximize revenue.

Data-Driven Decisions
SPOC collects data directly from the energy plant’s distributed
control systems, NetGen* weather predictions, and other plant
input. It combines the data with the predefined business strategy
and BrightSource algorithms to generate recommendations for
smart plant control and operational decisions.
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Customizable Plant Operational Modes

Process Setpoints and Scheduling

SPOC enables the customization and real-time management
of multiple plant operational modes. For example, in the
case of a CSP, some states might be: Night, Startup, Full
Production, Clouds, Standby, and Shutdown. In addition, it is
possible to define a designated emergency state in case of
severe weather alerts.

Depending on the energy plant’s mode of operation, SPOC sets
process setpoints for plant components. SPOC also manages
the annual production schedule to optimize resource allocation
according to the plant’s business rules and contracts.

Storage Management
Storage, crucial to address the variability of wind and solar
power, is an essential component of renewable energy
infrastructure. SPOC decides if storage should be charged,
discharged, or idle at a given moment. If the plant provides grid
backup services, SPOC coordinates requests from the grid with
the storage charge or discharge and informs operators if the
plant can meet grid requirements.
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User Interface (UI) and Visibility
Operators can use the SPOC UI to manually override
recommendations as required. In addition, an external UI can be
set up for management, business and performance analysts, and
engineers to also receive and review SPOC recommendations
and data points from the plant.

Optimization Algorithms
SPOC performs computations at regular intervals and when
activated by triggers. The system simulates the plant’s
operation in different scenarios, consistent with the weather
forecast, to find the best operating strategy, and weighs the
benefits, risks, and probability of the various scenarios.

*NetGen is a BrightSource Generation Forecast system that integrates
weather forecasting and plant control system data to produce electrical
production forecasts.
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